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his History of the Popes was continued by Onofrio Pah-
vinii, who, according to Sir Paul Rycaut, gravely states
that, in 1489, the Lord Innocent P.P. VIII permitted mass
to be said without wine, in Norway; because, that country
being cold and the distance far, the wine either was frozen,
or was turned to vinegar, before it could be brought thither.
Obviously, Platina and Panvinii require credible corrob-
oration.
Messer Stefano Infessura lays himself open to suspicion,
as to his bona fides and as to his knowledge, by his re-
marks on the Lord Xystus P.P. IV.
Monsignor Hans Burchard, whose original Diarium
awaits discovery, is careless, Teutonic, and petty.
The Orators of the Powers compile their state-dis-
patches from what they have picked up when hanging
.about the doors of palaces, or from the observations of
bribed flunkeys.
Messer Paolo Giovio, preconised Bishop of Nocera by
the Lord Clement P.P. VII, Messer Francesco Guicciar-
dini, and Messer Benedetto Varchi, were Florentines, who
wrote in the Florentine manner, of Rome and Roman
affairs, from an antipathetic point of view, and solely on
the gossip and tittle-tattle that filtered through to Florence
after long years. Yet they wrote in sately delicate language,
"Dante's desiderata,—that illustrious cardinal courtly
curial mother-tongue, proper to each Italian state, special
to none, whereby the local idioms of every city are to be
measured, weighed, compared." Only—only—the student
of their work must know that, (in common with all pro-
fessional manufacturers of squibs, libels, and lampoons, in
every age,) what they liked they praised; and what they
loathed they rhetorically and categorically damned, com-
piling concise catalogues of all the worst crimes known
to casuistry, to lay at their foe's door. Therefore, the stu-
dent of history must learn the personal sympathies and
antipathies of these historians; he must find their personal

